DRIVING
As with previous surveys, drivers continue to report that they
choose their mode primarily to save time, in particular over transit. Reducing drive alone trips means making transit faster.
For those who don’t drive alone, OHSU transportation options
programs are reported as a primary motivator.

Experience rating scale is 1 to 5.

How would you rate your experience
with end of trip facilities for this
commute, including location, the facility
and cost?
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How would you rate your experience with
the travel experience of this commute,
including carpooling, traffic, street quality,
and wayfinding?
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How do you typically handle parking?
100%
I purchase an OHSU day pass

90%
80%

I have an OHSU long term permit

70%
My department or facility has parking that
I may use without purchase

60%
50%

I park at an OHSU facility that never
requires payment (such as Neveh Shalom)

40%
30%

I park at a time when payment is not
required (nights and weekends)

20%

I park at a TriMet Park and Ride

10%
0%

I have non-OHSU parking near campus
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Other (please specify)
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Parking
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Electric Vehicle charging
station (126)
very poorly

OHSU off site parking
facility (64)
poorly

OHSU daily or hourly
parking (27)

used it but feel neutral

good

OHSU long term parking
permit (20)
very good

Please select any reasons that best describe why you drive alone to OHSU.
Save time
Transit takes too long
Work schedule makes other modes difficult
Errands
Want car for emergencies
I never drive alone to OHSU
Other (please specify)
Childcare/school transportation
No one to carpool with
No convenient off-site parking (park and ride, satellite parking, etc.)
Safety concerns
OHSU requires I drive to work as part of my job function
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Please select any reasons that best describe why you DON'T drive alone to OHSU.
I only drive alone to OHSU
OHSU transportation programs (bike/walk incentive, Scoop, Lyft Off, TriMet…
Financial reasons
Community wellness (environment, traffic congestion, patient access, etc.)
Other (please specify)
Personal wellness
I live close to work
Portland Aerial Tram
My schedule is convenient for not driving
I do not have a car to use
Enjoy commuting with others
Safety concerns
Please select any reasons that best describe why you DON'T drive alone to…
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